We have constructed an SU (3)L × U (1)N gauge model utilizing an U (1) L symmetry, where L = Le − Lµ − Lτ , which accommodates tiny neutrino masses generated by L -conserving one-loop and L -breaking two-loop radiative mechanisms. The generic smallness of two-loop radiative effects compared with one-loop radiative effects describes the observed hierarchy of ∆m 2 atm ∆m 2 . A key ingredient for radiative mechanisms is a charged scalar (h + ) that couples to charged lepton-neutrino pairs and h + together with the standard Higgs scalar (φ) can be unified into a Higgs triplet as (φ
2 atm ∆m 2 . A key ingredient for radiative mechanisms is a charged scalar (h + ) that couples to charged lepton-neutrino pairs and h + together with the standard Higgs scalar (φ) can be unified into a Higgs triplet as (φ 0 ,
T . This assignment in turn requires lepton triplets (ψ i L ) with heavy charged leptons (κ +i L ) as the third member:
T , where i (= 1, 2, 3) denotes three families. It is found that our model is relevant to yield the VO solution to the solar neutrino problem. PACS: 13.15.+g, 14.60.Pq, 14.60 .St Keywords: neutrino mass, radiative mechanism, lepton triplet
I. INTRODUCTION
The Super-Kamiokande experiments on atmospheric neutrino oscillations provide evidence for tiny neutrino masses and their mixings [1, 2] , which require new interactions beyond the standard model [3] . Solar neutrinos are also observed to be oscillating [4] . These neutrino oscillations are governed by two mass scales, which are characterized by ∆m 2 atm = O(10 −3 ) eV 2 and ∆m 2 ≤ O(10 −5 ) eV 2 , respectively, suggested by atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillation data. Furthermore, the recent analysis on atmospheric neutrino oscillations done by the K2K collaboration [5] has shown that ∆m 2 atm ≈ 3 × 10 −3 eV 2 well reproduces their data. The atmospheric neutrino data, thus, imply 5.5×10 −2 eV as neutrino masses. To generate such tiny neutrino masses, two main theoretical mechanisms have been proposed: one is the seesaw mechanism [6] and the other is the radiative mechanism [7] [8] [9] . Recently, there have been various studies on implementation of radiative mechanisms in extended electroweak theories [10] . In the radiative mechanism proposed by Zee [7] , a new singly charged SU (2) L -singlet Higgs scalar, h + , was introduced into the standard model and neutrino masses were generated as one-loop radiative corrections via the h + -coupling to L ν L . After this work, Zee and Babu studied two-loop radiative mechanism [8] . One more doubly charged SU (2) L -singlet Higgs scalar k ++ was added to the standard model and tiny neutrino masses arose from two-loop radiative effects initiated by R R k ++ . To account for the hierarchy of ∆m 2 atm ∆m 2 suggested by the experimental data, it has been pointed out that bimaximal mixing scheme for neutrinos [11] can describe the hierarchy. One of the underlying physics behind bimaximal mixing is the presence of a new symmetry based on a lepton number of [12] . A finite and very small ∆m 2 is induce by a tiny breaking of the L -conservation. When this symmetry is combined with radiative mechanisms, one-loop radiative effects ensure the generation of ∆m 2 atm . The finite but small amount of ∆m 2 is induced by two-loop radiative effects, which should involve L -breaking interactions [13, 14] . In general, one-loop effects are much greater than two-loop effects, so the observed mass hierarchy between ∆m 2 atm and ∆m 2 is understood to be based on this difference [13] In this paper, along this line of thought on the realization of the hierarchy between ∆m 2 atm and ∆m 2 , we focus on studying neutrino physics characterized by radiative mechanisms. In the one-loop radiative mechanism, interactions of h + provide breakdown of the lepton number conservation, which is an essential source for generating Majorana neutrino masses. Now, we can ask what are the candidates of the h + -scalar? There seems to be many possibilities to answer this question. For example, h + can be identified with 1) the scalar (anti-)leptons (˜ c ) in SUSY theories, h + =˜ c [15] or 2) the third member of enlarged SU (2) L Higgs scalar in SU (3) L models [16, 17] 
Here, we will examine phenomena of neutrino oscillations based on the second idea. One of the authors (M.Y.) has discussed theoretical framework for the radiative neutrino mass generation based on one-loop effects in various SU (3) L × U (1) N models [18] . We further seek possible mechanisms for the radiative neutrino mass generation based on both one-loop and two-loop effects in the SU (3) L × U (1) N framework. Among various versions of models [19] , the present discussions concern the implementation of one-and two-loop radiative mechanisms in a model with heavy charged leptons (κ +i ) [20] , namely, with
, which is consistent with the choice of (φ 0 , φ − , h + ).
II. MODEL
The SU (3) L × U (1) N model with heavy charged leptons in the third member of lepton triplets is specified by the U (1) N -charge. Let N/2 be the U (1) N quantum number, then the hypercharge, Y , is given by Y = − √ 3λ 8 + N and the electric charge Q em is given by
The pure SU (3) L -anomaly is cancelled in a vectorial manner. The anomalies from triplets of the three families of leptons and of the three colors of the first family of quarks are cancelled by those from anti-triplets of three colors of the second and third families of quarks [16] . Other anomalies including U (1) N are also cancelled. Summarized as follows is the particle content in our model, where the quantum numbers for the SU (3) L and U (1) N symmetry are placed in the parentheses:
for leptons, where we have denoted κ +i by κ i ,
for quarks, and
for Higgs scalars, where η + is Zee's h + . Denoted by k ++ is an additional doubly charged SU (3) L -singlet Higgs scalar responsible for two-loop radiative mechanism. The Higgs scalars have the following vacuum expectation values (VEV's):
and quarks and leptons will acquire masses via these VEV's, where the orthogonal choice of these VEV's is ensured by the interaction of the ηρχ-type to be introduced in Eq. (5) .
++ yields the necessary mixings with k ++ . Therefore, we employ (χ † η)(ρ † η) and ρ † χk ++ as our new Higgs interactions. We impose the L -conservation on our interactions to reproduce the observed atmospheric neutrino oscillations. This new lepton number, L , is assigned to the participating particles as shown in Table 1 together with the assignment of the lepton number, L. There should be tiny breakdown of the L-and L -conservations, which, respectively, induce Majorana neutrino masses and the observed solar neutrino oscillations. In the present case, the interactions of ψ The Higgs interactions are given by self-Hermitian terms:
and by two types of nonself-Hermitian Higgs potentials,
where λ 0,1 are the coupling constants and µ b denotes the L -breaking mass scale. These three terms in Eq. (5) exhaust all possible
The L -conserving Higgs potential, V 0 , is responsible for the bimaximal mixing and the L -violating potential, V b , is responsible for tiny breaking of the bimaximal mixing structure. Experimental data suggest that neutrinos exhibit bimaximal mixing and this feature is ascribed to the existence of the L -conservations [11, 12] . If there is only the L -conserving Higgs potential, the eigenvalues of neutrino mass matrix are given by 0 and ±m ν (m ν : neutrino mass) and, from these eigenvalues, we can describe only atmospheric neutrino oscillations. However, if the L -violating Higgs potential also exists, we can realize two-loop radiative mechanism and we successfully obtain both atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillations. The Yukawa interactions, which involve the ψ L ψ L η-term, relevant for the neutrino mass generation are given by the following lagrangian:
where f 's are Yukawa couplings with the relation f [ij] = −f [ji] demanded by the Fermi statistics. Their explicit form is given by
The possible interactions of
III. NEUTRINO MASSES AND OSCILLATIONS
Now, we can discuss how radiative corrections induce neutrino masses in our model. The combined use of Yukawa interactions with the L -conserving Higgs potential, V 0 , yields one-loop diagrams for Majorana neutrino mass terms as shown in Fig.1 . These one-loop diagrams correspond to the following interactions
We also obtain two-loop diagrams involving the L -violating Higgs potential, V b , as shown in Fig.2 , which correspond to an effective coupling of
with i, j = 2, 3. From one-loop diagrams, we calculate the following Majorana masses to be:
where
and, from two-loop diagrams, we find
where I κ denotes the two-loop integral via heavy charged leptons in Fig.2 (a) . From the Appendix, one observes that I κ is calculated to be:
where the explicit form of J is subject to the condition of z x, y in G. This condition is fulfilled because m 
from which we find
22 cos 2 ϑ atm + 2m (2) 23 cos ϑ atm sin ϑ atm + m
33
where ϑ atm is a mixing angle for ν µ and µ τ with cos ϑ atm = m
12 /m ν and sin ϑ atm = m
13 /m ν . This form of mass matrix shows that solar neutrino oscillations exhibit almost maximal mixing while atmospheric neutrino oscillations are characterized by the mixing angle of ϑ atm . The bimaximal mixing is reproduced by requiring that sin 2ϑ atm ≈ 1, namely, m m κ1 since the contributions from the charged-lepton-exchanges become more suppressed than those from the heavy-charged-lepton-exchanges. Here, we use (m κ1 ∼)m κ2 ∼ m κ3 to reproduce bimaximal mixing structure but with m κ1 = m κi (i = 2,3) to have non-vanishing contributions from the heavy-lepton exchanges.
In order to see whether our model gives the compatible description of neutrino oscillations with the observed data, we must specify various parameters in our model. We make the following assumptions on relevant free parameters to compute ∆m 2 atm and ∆m 2 in Eq. (15) 7. The L-and L -conserving couplings accompany no suppression factor and are set to be of order 1 as f
These values are tabulated in Table 2 .
To see the order of magnitude of f [1i] (i = 2,3), which is about 10 −7 , we show rough estimate of m
1i . The one-loop neutrino mass of m (1) 1i is approximated to be:
where F ∼ 1/16π 2 m 2 χ has been used from the dimensional ground. By inserting numerical values tabulated in Table  2 , it is readily found that
which should reproduce ∆m 2 atm /2 ∼ 4 × 10 −2 eV. Therefore,
which yields m (2) ij ∼ 2 × 10 −9 eV corresponding to ∆m 2 ∼ 4 × 10 −10 eV 2 . In fact, numerical analysis by using Gaussian integral method gives f [ij] = 10 −7 , which reproduces ∆m (14) would be −2λ
11 ). However, because of m i v χ m κ1 v ρ in the present case, m
11 turns out to be more suppressed than m (2) ij . In fact, the numerical computation gives m (2) 11 =7.4 × 10 −11 eV, which is much smaller than m (2) ij = 1.3 × 10 −9 eV (i, j = 2,3). So the inclusion of the two-loop effects via charged leptons does not alter our result.
IV. SUMMARY
We have constructed an SU (3) L × U (1) N gauge model, which provides the radiatively generated neutrino masses and the observed neutrino oscillations. The third member of each lepton triplet, ψ i L , is the heavy charged leptons, κ
T . Similarly, the third member of the Higgs scalar, η, is Zee's h + : η interpreted as
T and the lepton-number-violating term is controlled by the interactions with this η as ψ i L ψ j L η. One-loop radiative neutrino masses are, then, induced by ψ i L ψ j L η together with the Higgs interactions of (ρ † η)(χ † η). Two-loop radiative mechanism calls for the doubly charged k ++ , which has couplings to (κ is given by one-loop radiative corrections and ∆m 2 is given by two-loop radiative corrections, ∆m 
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we describe the outline of obtaining Eq. (13) from the two-loop integral corresponding to Fig.2  (b) , which takes the form of
The integral of I κ in Eq. (12) is defined by
. By using the identity:
we can rewrite I(m 2 c , m
By using the Feynman formula:
and by performing the 4-dimensional integrations over p and q with the aid of
we reach
The integral I 1 is calculated to be:
after the integration over x, where
This function,
The parameters of a, b, c and d are defined by 
Furthermore, Y (m 2 , m 2 A ) can be approximated to be:
from which Y (m 2 , m 2 A ) is calculated to be:
which becomes independent of m 2 A . Finally, from Eqs.(21),(25),(27), (32) and (35), we get
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